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Abstract: Urban traffic congestion is a pressing issue, demanding effective and cost-efficient solutions.
This paper develops the Traffic Weighted Multi-Maps (TWM) method to solve the Traffic Assignment
Problem in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). TWM offers drivers diverse views of the network,
promoting path diversity and adaptability. Providing an optimal TWM configuration to the traffic
demand in terms of structure and allocation policy is a challenging issue as it usually depends on
the size of the network and its complexity. The paper explores TWM generation and assignment
by applying routing areas based on semi-disjointed k-shortest paths and allocating them using
a per-sub flow optimized assignment policy. This approach allows obtaining a pseudo-optimal
solution for static traffic assignment with similar results in terms of total travel time compared
to the direct solution of calculating optimal map weights and the theoretical system optimum. It
offers a cost-effective solution valid for wide urban areas, as the TWM calculation depends on the
variety of the traffic flows and the number of semi-disjoint routing areas considered instead of the
network complexity and size. Urban network experiments with synthetic traffic demands are studied
under different TWM adoption rates, comparing results with existing traffic assignment policies and
estimation methods. It highlights its potential for enhancing urban traffic management. Overall,
TWM presents a promising approach to addressing urban traffic congestion efficiently.

Keywords: traffic assignment; traffic control; vehicle routing; intelligent transportation systems;
traffic big data; decision making; evolutionary algorithms; multi-map routing; TWM; path flows

1. Introduction

Traffic congestion avoidance is a crucial concern of modern urban mobility systems. A
substantial effort is made to find effective solutions for congestion mitigation at reasonable
costs. Congestion not only implies a considerable waste of productive time but also an
enormous waste of energy and fuel and is the cause of a considerable volume of gas emis-
sions. The USA Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [1] states that “Greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions from transportation account for about 27 percent of total U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions, making it the largest contributor to U.S. GHG emissions. Between 1990 and
2020, GHG emissions in the transportation sector increased more in absolute terms than in
any other sector”. The European Union’s Clean Transport, Urban Transport Directive [2]
identifies that urban congestion has a cumulative annual cost of 100 trillion EUR. Sixty
percent of the European population lives in urban areas with more than 10,000 inhabitants.
Likewise, urban mobility is estimated to be responsible for 40% of CO2 emissions and up
to 70% of other pollutants. Government and state agencies play a critical role in traffic
management, planning, ordering, and operation [3].

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are commonly used for urban traffic planning
and operation, where the design and delivery of optimal routes to drivers is one of the
key issues to solve and is known as the Traffic Assignment Problem (TAP) [4]. It is a well-
characterized, mathematically complex, non-derivable, and convex problem, as the decision
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of each driver at each moment modifies the working conditions of the network. It forces
the rest of the drivers to react to the changes and adapt their routing decisions. The system
evolves until an equilibrium condition is met. For this reason, the resolution of the TAP has
usually been approximated by heuristic methods, such as traffic assignment methods.

Traffic assignment methods abstract TAP as a supply and demand problem as pointed
out in [5]. Vehicle trips (demand) are assigned to the traffic network (supply) by strategically
performing route choices. There are multiple traffic assignment methods to model trip
mapping into the network, either static or dynamic (DTA), and using direct or stochastic
estimations [6]. They usually consume expensive computation resources as optimal paths
must be calculated multiple times in an iterative way as the traffic network becomes loaded.
Szeto and Wong [7] compiled an extensive comparative study of the equilibrium and
assignment methods. Traffic assignment methods provide a theoretical framework for
studying practical ITS implementations or simulations to see their effectiveness when
comparing their behavior with equilibrium situations.

Classical traffic assignment and routing works consider that all the drivers share the
same network view (map), assuming this is a fundamental hypothesis. Thus, algorithms
rely on it and focus on other topics, such as edge occupancy and toll costs. The Traffic
Weighted Multi-Maps (TWM) strategy was presented in [8] as an innovative mechanism
of generating and distributing a set of complementary views of the traffic network to the
drivers to generate path diversity chosen directly by the drivers. Moreover, TWM can
be generated ad hoc for special traffic network conditions such as accidents or road cuts.
TWM differs from other routing and traffic planning and assignment methods, providing
network views as maps implementing user utility functions, system optimum constraints,
dynamic reactions events, or any other type of information. TWM could also be interpreted
as upgrading standard traffic signaling methods (fixed or dynamic panels), including a
broader range of use cases. It is compatible with any other practical ITS implementations
and can be directly integrated with them as it focuses on the map layers they all use.

Finding the right TWM configuration is a key challenge, and the first approaches
were focused on how to obtain optimal TWM link weights (costs) based on driving needs,
regulations, network constraints, and congestion conditions. Optimization techniques have
been explored, such as genetic (GA) or particle swarm algorithms [9,10]. They provide
good results for small or mid-size traffic networks. However, finding an optimal TWM for a
graph containing E edge weights for a set of M maps is an O(E ∗M) complexity resolution
problem. GA applied to TWM becomes computationally unaffordable for more extensive
networks (see Loder et al. [11] for city references).

Beyond the optimal TWM generation studies, this paper explores a different heuristic
approach for the TAP using TWM. The initial hypothesis considers that the main traffic
flows in the network can be predicted based on historical data, so it could be possible to
generate also predefined TWM based on the k-Shortest Paths for these flows and obtain
the optimal TWM assignment for the vehicles toward a system optimum. Each driver can
make the best routing decision considering the map view received and the road occupation
status. TWM generation based on k-Shortest Paths (TWM(kSP)) and optimal path-flow
distribution was presented as a preliminary concept in [12].

In most real networks, the k-Shortest Paths (kSP) between two nodes have subtle
differences of one or two edges with minimal impact on the cost of the final path. As edges
become congested, vehicles will select the following lowest-cost links. However, most
of the links will remain in common. In some way, this route selection strategy induces
congestion, as it does not promote route variety [13,14]. Using K-Shortest Paths with a
certain level of overlapping (Semi-Disjoint Shortest Paths, hereafter, Dj-kSP) allows the use
of routing alternatives more decoupled from the progressive congestion of the paths.

This paper’s initial hypothesis is expanded to cover the TWM generation based on
Semi-Disjoint Shortest Paths and the optimal TWM assignment depending on the drivers’
adherence to the routing method. Using Dj-kSP-based TWM should generate a greater
route variety for the drivers, resulting in lower total travel time. Results should improve the
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direct k-Shortest Path and the TWM(k-SP) route assignment and approach the theoretical
system optimum estimation. Additionally, optimal TWM assignment should enhance the
performance of the optimal TWM generation strategy [15] as the complexity of the problem
is considerably reduced.

Considering that an M map set has been designed to route the different F traffic
flows for V vehicles that use the traffic network, it is necessary to find the optimal map
assignment for the drivers, a problem of O(V ∗M) complexity. This complexity may be
reduced to O(F ∗M) when considering traffic flows instead of individuals. The TWM maps
used for flow routing can be efficiently achieved using pseudo-optimal routes based on
semi-disjoint shortest paths (paths with limited overlap) obtained by the ESX-C algorithm
described in [16,17].

Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the Dj-kSP-based TWM map generation
and distribution for traffic assignment. In this sense, this paper addresses:

• A new method to create TWM map sets based on traffic flows, using the semi-disjoint
k-shortest paths (Dj-kSP) linking their origin/destination nodes [13,18]. These semi-
disjoint k-shortest paths define the best low-overlapping routes for each flow and are
used to create routing zones that promote traffic usage through them.

• A study for optimal TWM assignment to the vehicles using a per-flow strategy. Opti-
mization is achieved by applying genetic evolutionary algorithms (GA), to find which
flow amounts will receive each TWM map.

• An empirical study for real urban networks with synthetic traffic demands, comparing
the results with basic traffic assignment policies for lower and higher bounds such as
free-flow and all-or-nothing routing methods [5], and with system optimum estima-
tion methods such as Successive Averages Method (MSA), Cumulative Assignment
Method (CAM) [5] or the linear programming method proposed by Wei [19].

• A discussion about the obtained results and the computing complexity of the different
approaches. Calculating TWM maps based on routing areas around Dj-kSP seems to
be a cost-effective solution for the problem. An initial optimal TWM distribution based
on the Dj-kSP routes provides a good enough solution like a full TWM distribution
optimization, thus offering a practical heuristic solution to the problem.

Figure 1. Schematic of the generation and distribution of TWM maps based on Dj-kSP (source: authors).

Transit traffic is a main urban traffic demand component [4,20], refers to the movement
of people within the metropolitan areas, using public multi-modal transport such as buses,
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trams, light rail, subways, and commuter trains. Urban traffic planning needs to address
the challenges of congestion, environmental concerns, and the efficient movement of many
people, dealing with route design, schedule and frequency of service, fare structures, inte-
gration with other modes of transportation, accessibility, safety, and user experience [21,22].
TWM may be efficiently used for transit management with specific policies. Though it is
out of the scope of this work, it constitutes a challenge for future research.

The next Section 2 reviews the state-of-the-art and previous works. Section 3 describes
the TWM and path flow model, and the optimization strategies are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the materials and methods used in the research. Section 6 describes the
experimental use cases and results, and finally, Section 8 points out conclusions and future
research directions.

2. Related Work

Traffic assignment deals with the distribution of a given traffic demand in a network
following ideal driver’s behaviors. Static traffic assignment is based on Wardrop’s user
equilibrium (UE) and system optimum (SO) principles [23]. There is a huge amount of
literature on traffic assignment concepts and methods [5,6,24,25].

User equilibrium entails a user-centric traffic assignment, where each individual
selfishly selects the most convenient route. This principle ensures fairness among users, as
all individuals sharing a common origin and destination encounter identical travel times
upon reaching equilibrium. However, a significant drawback of user equilibrium is that it
fails to minimize the overall system travel time, leading to the incurrence of the “Price of
Anarchy” (PoA) [26].

Sheffi [20] furnishes evidence establishing the user equilibrium’s existence and unique-
ness. Lujak et al. [27] extend this by proving that this equilibrium aligns with a Nash
equilibrium within a game involving many players. The stochastic version of the user
equilibrium introduced in [20] considers drivers with incomplete information and less
than complete rationality. Mirchandani and Soroush [28] proposed a model based on the
expected utility theory. In the same direction, the travel time budget model was proposed
by [29], the late arrival penalty model presented in [30], and the prospect-based user equi-
librium model introduced at [31]. The ambiguity of driver travel time perception was
handled using fuzzy decision techniques [32–34].

In contrast, the system optimum represents an efficient network-wide traffic assign-
ment. Here, drivers are directed through the network in a manner that minimizes the
total travel time. Nonetheless, users might encounter travel durations surpassing those
of fellow travelers journeying from the same origin and destination, impacting overall
compliance. Consequently, the limitations of either of these two approaches can be sur-
mounted by amalgamating them, striving to establish a connection between user fairness
and system-wide efficiency.

The calculation of the optimal solution involves solving the TAP. It is an NP-hard prob-
lem, so heuristic approximate methods are used, such as the cumulative assignment method
(CAM), the successive averages method (MSA), or the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [5]. Second-
order cone and linear programming (LP) approaches have recently been proposed [19]
with a very efficient calculation. Constrained SO (CSO) was presented by Jahn [35], where
length-bounded alternatives were offered to the drivers. The impact of choosing a CSO
traffic assignment is described in [36], where a theoretical work on efficiency and fairness
is proposed.

Jalota et al. [37] recently created an efficient method based on interpolation between
SO and UE considering the Constrained System Optimum (CSO) defined by Jahn [35] and
bounding the route unfairness.

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) deals with the time-varying traffic conditions,
leading to dynamic user equilibrium (DUE). Additional stochastic models are used to model
the user’s perception and travel time uncertainty, leading to stochastic user equilibrium
(SUE) [7].
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Route diversification is a critical factor in reducing congestion in traffic assignment.
Kafani and Al-Deek [38] demonstrated the effects of an intelligent vehicle routing strategy
on the performance and utilization of the traffic network in relation to system optimum in
terms of overall transit times and congestion. Guidance diverts traffic from the freeway
using a freeway overlaid on city streets when its marginal cost exceeds streets. Manag-
ing street speeds was a key finding for this routing guidance, though practical general
implementation was not suggested.

Modifying edge costs through the design of tolls has also been one of the mechanisms
employed for diversifying routes and leading to system optimality [39,40]. Ref. [41]
considers the origin and destination tuples for the tolling service. In all cases, a microscopic
simulation is used.

Synthetic route cost modification by the ITS needs to be balanced with the driver’s
experience who takes the routing decision considering factors such as available network
status information, previous experiences, or subjective concerns, as pointed out in [34,42].

Traffic Weighted Multi-maps (TWM) consider that drivers with different usage needs
and concerns (utility functions), may receive different network maps. It takes into account
that a map is just a view of the (urban) traffic network composed of (a) a physical layer
for the topology of paths, junctions, and crossings, (b) a logical layer with management
conventions and rules (sense, speed, constraints, prohibitions, and others.), and (c) a
status/usage layer [34] showing network occupancy. An ITS generates a TWM comprising
a set of map views for the same area (same physical layer) and a modified logical view
formed by a distribution of edge/link weights based on the original network map ones.
The so-formed multi-map (TWM) is distributed to traffic groups to create differentiated
routing. Other related experiences have also pointed to map transformation procedures to
generate alternative routes [43].

This technique may be applied to multiple use cases such as multi-objective travel
optimization, congestion reduction, incident management, per fleet differential routing,
and others [8]. Beyond these use cases, congestion management is a fundamental concern
to transportation mobility linked to traffic equilibrium situations. TWM is a feasible
technique compatible with both approaches as it combines different perspectives: (a) traffic
network topology; (b) trip data (past and predictions); (c) usage costs; and (d) vehicle/trip
segmentation based on activity models.

TWM can be easily integrated into traffic planning systems based on the Trip-based
Demand Model (TBM) or the newest Activity-Based Models (ABM) defined by the USA
Transportation Research Board [44–46]. TBM’s four-step model considers the following
activities: (1) trip generation, (2) trip distribution, (3) transport mode choice, and (4) trip
assignment. TWM mechanism may be considered between activities (3) and (4), just before
the trip assignment stage, as the TWM routing maps should be distributed before it.

Our previous works [8] explored how to create map sets that minimize traffic conges-
tion in a network and how far are the solutions found from the theoretical user equilibrium
and system optimum as defined by Wardrop [23]. Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) based
on TWM was studied in [34], focusing on the study of the TWM adherence of driving
collectives, considering their perceived utility evolution: when a driver uses a route based
on the TWM map and receives a significant improvement in their cost function, their
adherence to TWM will increase. The opposite effect will also occur if the utility decreases.
User behavior and utility functions were modeled with fuzzy rule sets [47], concluding
that the system will quickly evolve to a user equilibrium.

TWM generation may also be addressed by applying existing alternative route com-
puting algorithms to use the resulting paths to modify the TWM map weights, thus con-
ditioning the vehicles to select alternative routes based on these complimentary network
views. Assuming that traffic flows may be predicted based on previous data, TWM maps
can be created based on the alternative route calculation. The TWM problem then focuses
on the best map assignment and distribution aspects.
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The main objective for alternative routing is to reduce traffic congestion due to path
cost increases caused by link occupancy. Path disjoint level is a critical factor in lowering
link occupancy. If it is not considered, k-shortest paths obtained employing standard
routing algorithms (such as Dijkstra) will differ in very few links, and so congestion will
remain structural [13,14]. Li et al. [48] describe three main alternative route computing
strategies:

• Edge-penalty, where link weights are incremented iteratively for each shortest path
found until k paths are found [43,49–51].

• Using link plateaus formed by the intersections of the k-shortest paths obtained from
direct and reverse routing from source to destination. Alternative paths are obtained
routing from the source and destination to the plateaus [52,53].

• Path disjoint level (dissimilarity), where semi-disjoint k-shortest paths (Dj-kSP) are
obtained iteratively removing edges from the calculation graph [16,17,54–56].

The disjoint paths problem is a foundational challenge within algorithmic graph theory
and combinatorial optimization. Given a graph G and a collection of k pairs of terminals
in G, the problem centers on determining whether k vertex-disjoint paths can be found
to link each terminal pair. Robertson and Seymour [57] demonstrated the existence of an
n3 algorithm for any fixed k. A variant of this problem focuses on obtaining the shortest
paths. It was introduced by Eilam-Tzoreff [14] and dubbed the disjoint shortest paths
problem. She established a polynomial time solution for the case when k = 2. This problem
has recently garnered increased attention, particularly following Berczi and Kobayashi’s
proposed a polynomial time algorithm in the directed scenario for k = 2 [58]. Lochet [59]
demonstrated that irrespective of the specific value of k, a polynomial time algorithm can
be devised for the disjoint shortest paths problem.

Path disjoint level refers to a ratio between one path and a set of previously selected
paths, that typically include the shortest path [13,60]. Disjoint-level metrics usually refer
to the number of edges in common but other criteria may be also considered: the number
of nodes in common, the total cost of the route, the total length of the route, or even the
number of traversed links. A certain path overlapping is commonly accepted using a
minimum disjoint level ratio [16,54] to obtain feasible Dj-kSP routing solutions for the
so-called k-Shortest Paths with Limited Overlap Problem (kSPwLO). Polynomial time
algorithms for kSPwLO solving are proposed and compared in [16]. Specifically, the ESX-C
algorithm provides a good balance between the quality of routes and computing effort. It
iterates over the previously calculated shortest paths removing selected edges applying
removal criteria, and recalculating the new shortest paths. Edge removal criteria may refer
to their weights or their relative contribution to the shortest paths or the number of shortest
paths that traverse it.

Optimal route assignment is part of the TAP problem, and evolutionary algorithms
(GA) have been used to find non-analytical solutions for it [24,61]. In one paper [24],
Bazzan uses a GA to find the optimal distribution of the free-flow K-Shortest Paths to the
vehicles. KSPs are calculated for each origin/destination (O/D) flow under free-flow and
all-or-nothing routing methods, assuming that they will be the preferred routes for each
flow during the assignment process using iterative methods. This method is applied to the
synthetic network proposed by [5]. Optimization objectives are network total travel time
and individual’s mean travel time. The advantage of these methods is that computation
times are low, as there is no need to compute KSP iteratively. However, the complexity of
the proposed GA depends on the number of vehicles (demand) and assumes that vehicles
will always follow the KSP delivered by the algorithm. In addition, there should be a
balance between network complexity and the number of considered KSP, as many of the
KSP only have subtle variations, not disjoint paths as described in [62]. This previous
model has been generalized to cope with multi-objective GA analysis as described in [61].
Both works do not detail how the routes are delivered to the vehicles, assuming that there
is a centralized system, and assuming a complete driver’s adherence to proposed routes,
effectively using the recommended paths.
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To analyze the performance of a heuristic traffic assignment solution, it is necessary
to compare its results with the upper/lower bound and theoretical optimal solutions.
Figure 2 illustrates different methods to calculate mean user travel time (MTTS). It is lower-
bounded by the ideal free-flow travel time (FF) where any vehicle uses the network in
empty conditions. On the contrary, it is upper bounded by the ideal all-or-nothing (AON)
situation where any user makes their driving decisions ignoring traffic status. Equilibrium
and optimal assignments will be somewhere between them. Routing unfairness situations
appear when the assignment objective is focused on the system optimum, and some vehicles
suffer penalties in their routes [63]. The efficiency provided by a static traffic assignment
shall be referenced to these limits [FF,AON]. It should also be compared to the UE and SO
situations. The closer the traffic assignment is to the Free-Flow lower limit, the better.

Figure 2. Impact of different traffic assignment methods on user travel time estimation (source:
authors).

The following methods are used to compare the quality of the results offered by the
TWM routing strategy:

• Free-flow: vehicles use one optimal route and are calculated with basic link costs (1).
Though an unreal scenario, it provides a lower bound for routing travel times.

• All-or-nothing: vehicles just use one route and consider link occupancy-costs (3). It
is also an unreal scenario, but it delivers a reasonable higher bound in the case of
optimal routing.

• System Optimum estimation strategies such as CAM, MSA or LP.

Our work relates to these previous studies in the flow-oriented and GA approaches
used to solve the optimal process, though it has significant differences: (a) instead of
distributing KSP routes, it uses multi-maps TWM that allows a feasible implementation
for traffic routing having the benefits described in [8]; (b) path flows are defined as an
abstraction of the O/D+KSP-based routing; (c) path flows determine a bonus-malus strategy
encouraging the use of specific routes; (d) individual self-routing is possible using the
TWM received without a central routing server; (e) the proposed GA algorithms are more
straightforward as they do not use a per-vehicle optimization but a per-path flow basis:
only traffic demand matrices are required instead of knowing individual trips in advance.

3. Traffic Multi-Maps Generation Based on Disjoint Path Flows

This section provides the TWM model formulation for map optimization, generation,
assignment, and distribution strategies. The TWM model was first outlined in [8]. This
paper extends the model to include Dj-kSP for TWM generation and optimal distribution.
We rely on the recent multi-pass polynomial time algorithm and its ESX-C heuristic im-
plementation described by Chondrogiannis et al. in [16], considering metrics and edge
selection criteria and adding new ones to the original paper.
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3.1. Traffic Model

The topological traffic representation of the urban network Θ is described by a graph
Θ = G(N, E) formed by N nodes {ηn} and E edges (links) {εe} that connect them. The edge
εe connects the nodes ηi and ηj , εe = (ηi, ηj), with a weight ωe. Edge weight is the intrinsic
minimum cost of traversing it. It depends on physical and logical edge attributes, such as
edge length le, edge max speed se, and edge tolls τe. Edge weight is calculated considering
the edge free-flow travel time tFF

e (xe) (1) with no tolls where the vehicle assumes that it is
the only user of the link [5].

ωe = tFF
e (xe) =

le
se

(1)

Traffic demand is composed of V vehicles [va] that make trips between origin and
destination nodes (O/D). The D unique O/D pairs in the demand form traffic commodities.
Traffic flow xd is formed by the vehicles that belong to the same commodity d, that is,
moving from the same source node ηi to the destination node ηj. Sources and destinations
may refer to physical network nodes, traffic area zones, or traffic centroids. Total traffic
flow (demand) in the network is X = {xd}, ∀d ∈ D.

Traffic flow xd may be routed through any of the Pd feasible paths in the network
connecting the source node ηi to the destination node ηj. Any path pd

i ∈ Pd is an ordered
sequence of connected edges with no loops. Traffic routing selects either statically or
dynamically, some of these paths {pd

i } and allocate part of flow xd
i ∈ xd to each path pd

i , so
that ∑{xd

i } = xd.
From the edge perspective, the traffic flow xe that traverses an edge εe is formed by

the traffic contribution of all the paths that traverse this edge (2).

xe = ∑{xd
i }∀εe∈{pd

i }
(2)

The travel time te(xe) to traverse edge εe depends highly on this traversing flow and
is expressed by a volume-delay function Ψ (VDF). The American Bureau of Public Roads
(BPR) [64] defined VDF models to reflect the impact of edge occupancy being (3) the most
widely used, where We is the link capacity [11] and α and β are predefined constants (typical
values of α = 0.15 and β = 4.0). This BPR link-cost model is widely used as a basis for
traffic assignment.

te(xe) = ωe(1 + α
xe

We
)β (3)

Cost ce of an edge includes both the travel time and the eventual tolls τe that apply to
the edge (4). Also, the free-flow cost of the edge is considered cFF

e .

ce = te(xe) + τe, ∀εe ∈ pd
i (4)

cFF
e = ωe + τe, ∀εe ∈ pd

i (5)

Travel time td
i over path pd

i is formed by the aggregation of the travel time at all the
traversed edges (6):

td
i = ∑ te(xe), ∀εe ∈ pd

i (6)

The generalized cost model of a path cd
i considers both the travel time and the possible

tolls associated with the edges that are included (7) as described in [25].

cd
i = ∑ ce = ∑ te(xe) + ∑ τe, ∀εe ∈ pd

i (7)

We refer to the free-flow cost as f f cd
i (8) .

f f cd
i = ∑ ωe + ∑ τe, ∀εe ∈ pd

i (8)
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Route calculation is a complex process executed by the routing agents, which may be
located either in the vehicle or in a remote ITS framework. Each routing agent υa calculates
the best route to use for a trip of a commodity in terms of minimal route cost. This calculus
is made for every trip and depends on the routing algorithm R, the origin and destination
nodes (commodity d); the network map that it uses µa; and the current traffic status and
load in the network. It is measured as edge occupancy (or traffic density) [ρe] [62]. The
routing agent υa chooses a single path between all the paths {pd

i } ∈ Pd that will be referred

as route ra for simplicity (ra =
[

pd
i

]
). Routing functions implement criteria such as bounded

rationality or selfish behaviors [7,65] to implement traffic equilibrium principles at the user
and system levels. Traffic assignment relies on these routing functions and how equilibrium
conditions are applied.

Other valuable metrics associated with the route ra are the route length La, the number
of traversed edges Ea, and the number of traversed nodes Na .

Any routing agents υa and υb belonging to the same flow xd may select different routes.
According to this, the traffic flow xd can be divided in sub-flows {xd

i } called path flows,
containing each one of the vehicles that have selected the same route (9):

xd = {xd
i }, ∀ va, vb ∈ xd

i , ra = rb (9)

Recent activity-based traffic models (ABM) [44] consider individual utility functions
and driving constraints. The vehicles may also be grouped in Q sets called fleets that reflect
their common requirements, such as electric cars, regular buses, scholar transport, diesel
cars, etc. Traffic flows X = {xq}, ∀q ∈ Q are also classified depending on the activity
model. Table 1 shows an example of traffic flow decomposition for five commodities and
three fleets.

Table 1. Traffic flow decomposition for five commodities and three fleets.

Commodities

Fl
ee

ts

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5

q1 x1,1 x1,2 x1,3 x1,4 x1,5

q2 x2,1 x2,2 x2,3 x2,4 x2,5

q3 x3,1 x3,2 x3,3 x3,4 x3,5

q4 x4,1 x4,2 x4,3 x4,4 x4,5

3.2. Semi-Disjoint K-Shortest Paths

When considering all the possible paths available for a commodity, it is necessary to
analyze the disjoint level between them. If the first K shortest paths are selected, only one
or two links may vary between them. It will cause congestion on some shared links when
alternative routes are distributed to the flow. When designing traffic balancing, generating
the best route alternatives and route variety is necessary.

DjCn = 1− Simn (10)

Disjoint level criteria DjCn between two routes ra and rb is the inverse of their similarity
Simn (10). Complete disjointed paths a very restrictive constraint, so they is usually
considered a partial path disjoint level, assuming a minimum disjoint level threshold φ.
For instance, when a threshold φ = 0.6 is used, any found paths must have at least a
60% difference, considering the similarity criteria selected. Different similarity criteria can
be used:

• Edge-cost similarity (11) is the most used term (often simplified as “similarity”) and is
measured as the ratio of accumulated cost from edges in common between ra and rb
versus the minimum cost of the whole routes ra or rb [16]:
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SimEC(ra, rb) =
∑ cFF

e

min{ffcd
a , ffcd

b}
,∀εe ∈ ra ∩ rb (11)

• In Common-Edges similarity (12), ratio of the number of edges in common between
both routes ra or rb versus the minimum number of links in both routes:

SimEiC(ra, rb) =
count(ffle)

min{Ea, Eb}
,∀εe ∈ ra ∩ rb (12)

• Route-length similarity (13), differential route length ratio between the two routes ra
and rb considering the minimum length of both routes, as it is considered in CSO [35]:

SimRL(ra, rb) =
abs(La − Lb)

min{La, Lb}
(13)

• Route-cost similarity (14), differential route cost ratio between the two routes ra and
rb considering the minimum cost of both routes:

SimRC(ra, rb) =
abs(ffcd

a − ffcd
b)

min{ffcd
a , ffcd

b}
(14)

• Route-links number similarity (15), differential number of links ratio between the two
routes ra and rb considering the minimum number of links in both routes:

SimRN(ra, rb) =
abs(Ea − Eb)

min{Ea, Eb}
(15)

The k-Shortest Paths with Limited Overlap (kSPwLO) problem for a given commodity
d is a weak NP-hard task that cannot be afforded by extensive searching over all the
paths {pd

i } ∈ Pd, as it grows exponentially [55]. There are exact algorithms to solve
kSPwLO, but they require intense individual shortest-path processing (using Dijkstra or
similar algorithms). In general, it is solved by a get_DjKSP procedure (16) that receives
as inputs the traffic network Θ, the commodity d (origin-destination pair), the routing
algorithm to compute shortest paths δ, the number of paths to find K and the minimal
disjoint level threshold between paths φ. We use the Dijkstra algorithm for convenience [66].
However, other strategies may be used for the path flow calculus such as A*, or hyper-
paths [62,67–69].

get_DjKSP : Θ, d, δ, K, φ, DjCn, DjERCn)→ {rd
i } (16)

{rd
i } ⊂ {pd

i }

Performance-oriented heuristic algorithms provide good enough solutions, such as the
ESX-C proposed by Chondrogiannis [55]. It uses a heap of shortest paths that is iteratively
incremented by recalculating a new shortest path (SP) while removing selected edges from
the paths in the heap. A new SP is added to the heap when it fits the disjoint level criterion
chosen. The algorithm loops until the Dj-kSP is set or no more SP can be found, and it
returns the {rd

i } ⊂ {pd
i } Dj-kSP.

Sometimes it is not possible to find precisely K disjoint paths that fulfill the disjoint
level requirement for the xd traffic flow, so only the K∗ < K found paths can be used. We
use the ESX-C algorithm for our purposes implemented by the get_DjKSPESX−C procedure.
The count of all the returned Dj-kSP path flows is referred to as numPF = count(∪{rd

i }),
and it is widely used in the optimization process.

Two main factors determine the selected Dj-kSP set: (a) the similarity criterion DjCn
used, and (b) the edge removal criteria at each iteration. Edge removal criterion DjERCn
may be applied to the edge removal function to solve different traffic situations:

• Smallest/largest free-flow edge weight cFF
e , DjERCminW/maxW . If the MaxW is selected,

the algorithm quickly selects highly disjoint paths though similar weighted paths are
not considered. On the other hand, MinW enables a detailed full-scan approach.
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• Minimum/maximum stretch, DjERCminS/maxS, where stretch relates to the relative
weight link contribution to the shortest path.

• Least/most local shortest paths, DjERCminP/maxP considering the amount of shortest
paths that include an edge.

We consider the {rd
i }Dj-kSP as the alternative paths that any vehicle in the flow should

consider for its trip in the traffic assignment problem. In this case, the {xd
i } path flows

will be directly affected by these {rd
i } routes. It is important to note that our model does

not impose that vehicles must strictly follow these routes. The {rd
i } routes are used by the

TWM generation algorithm to create the TWM maps, which will be selectively distributed
to the vehicles.

3.3. TWM Model

A multi-map TWM, [µm], is a collection of M cost-weighted views (maps) of the
traffic network Θ, which the traffic groups in the network can use. Each map µm is a
representation of the traffic network Θ (the m view), which complements the network map
Θ with an additional set of link-weights and time constraints µm = {[βm

e ], Γm}.
The Listing 1 shows the map appearance for the open source microscopic traffic

simulation environment "Simulation of Urban MObility" (hereafter, SUMO) [70].

Listing 1. A µ002 map example showing edge weights and time validity intervals for the SUMO
framework.

<twm id ="002"
mapName="Madrid−LasTablas "
format ="sumo_1 "
vers ion ="1 .0" >

< v a l i d i t y begin ="0" end ="2000" id =" time_001 ">
<edge id ="NodeA_NodeB" weight ="1.871288"/ >
<edge id ="NodeA_NodeC" weight ="2.508750"/ >
<edge id ="NodeA_NodeD" weight ="1.918288"/ >
. . .

<edge id ="NodeM_NodeJ" weight ="2.470722"/ >
<edge id ="NodeM_NodeL" weight ="2.176508"/ >

</ v a l i d i t y >
< v a l i d i t y begin ="2001" end ="4500" id =" time_002 ">

<edge id ="NodeA_NodeB" weight ="1.871288"/ >
<edge id ="NodeA_NodeC" weight ="3.882523"/ >
<edge id ="NodeA_NodeD" weight ="2.640266"/ >
. . .

<edge id ="NodeM_NodeJ" weight ="2.730023"/ >
<edge id ="NodeM_NodeL" weight ="2.176508"/ >

</ v a l i d i t y >
</twm>

The TWM generation function Π (17) provides the [µm] network views, taking as
input (a) the network topology; (b) the Q traffic groups (fleets) that use the network;
(c) the existing time-constraints [Γm] for usage; and (d) network traffic status data Φ.
Time constraints [Γm] consider both periodic-scheduled constraints (i.e., based on traffic
restrictions, scholar times, commercial times, or similar) and event-based time constraints
(i.e., road works, public events, road incidents, and others).

Π : Θ, Q, [Γm], Φ→ [µm] (17)

µm = {[βm
e ], Γm}

Some routing agents may not use the TWM mechanism due to different causes: they
are not part of the traffic groups that receive TWM, the TWM is not received on time, or
they decline using TWM for their trip. They use the weights [we] corresponding to the
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original physical map. We define the adherence factor ψ (18) as the fraction of routing
agents [υa]TWM that are using it. We use ψ to compare different TWM adoption scenarios.

ψ =
∑[υa]TWM

∑[υa]
(18)

3.4. TWM Weights Generation Based on Dj-kSP

The TWM generation function Π needs to be modified as ΠDjkSP (19) to create weight
maps that encourage usage of the selected Dj-kSP routes {rd

i }. To achieve this, we create
the traffic groups Q according to the different Dj-kSP {rd

i } and generate a TWM map[
µd

i

]
. The use of a specific map with promoted edge weights induces the creation of the

sub-flows {xd
i }.

ΠDjkSP : Θ, [Γm], Φ, {rd
i }, Υ →

[
µd

i

]
(19)

µd
i = {

[
βd,i

e

]
, Γm}

Each map µm is obtained by applying a transformation function Υ to the weight of the
edges, which are part of the Dj-kSP rd

i . The most basic transformation function ΥLin is the
linear scaling by a constant factor αε to the original edge weight to decrease its weight and
force the edges to be selected during the trip routing process.

ΥLin : Θ, rd
i , αε →

[
βd,i

e

]
= [we] ∗ αε (20)

The linear transformation does not assure that the selected path flow rd
i strictly has

a path with lower cost than the best shortest path, unless an α factor is carefully selected.
The ΥStretch strategy is defined in (21) to solve it, where each map µm uses a different αm
depending on the global scaling factor αε and the relative cost influence (stretch) of the
path flow rd

i over the total path flows {rd
i } available for the same flow. It is calculated using

the free-flow total costs f f cd
i .

ΥStretch : Θ, rd
i ,
[

f f cd
i

]
, αε →

[
βd,i

e

]
= [ωe] ∗ αm, ∀ε ∈ {rd

i } (21)

αm = αε ∗
min( f f cd

i )

f f cd
m

For instance, if we consider the flows {x1, x2, x3} with the corresponding path flows
{{r11, r12, r13, r14}, {r21, r22, r23, r24}, {r31, r32}}, Table 2 shows the αm values for the path
flows according to their path cost (free-flow cost) and an αε = 0.5 factor.

Using TWM for vehicle routing expands the concept of routing paths to the routing
area. In urban traffic networks, a particular routing path may have multiple small alter-
natives through the closest crossings and streets, which minimally impacts global path
costs. They may provide efficient solutions when an edge becomes congested or suffers an
incident. We can also lighten these minor path variations around the nodes {ηx}d

i contained
in the path flow rd

i so that the routing agent can consider them as a suitable alternative
while searching for the best path considering the edge occupancy.
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Table 2. Example of αm values based on their path cost with αε = 0.5 factor.

Flow Sub-Flow Path Flow rd
i cd

i αm

x1

x11 r11 1 0.5

x12 r12 3 0.17

x13 r13 5 0.10

x14 r14 7 0.07

x2

x21 r21 2 0.5

x22 r22 4 0.25

x23 r23 6 0.17

x24 r24 8 0.13

x3
x31 r31 5 0.5

x32 r32 10 0.25

The mechanism to generate the TWM for the routing area around the path flow rd
i is

straightforward and described by (22):

ΥStretch_Area : Θ, rd
i , cd

i , αε, R, α1 →
[

βd,i
e

]
= [ωe] ∗ α∗m (22)

α∗m = αm, ∀ε ∈ {rd
i }

α∗m = αm ∗ αR, ∀ε ∈ Θ, dist(ηa, ηb) ∈ [1, R],

ηa ∈ {rd
i }, ηb ∈ ε

First, we select all the edges {εe}d
i connecting the neighbor nodes at a distance R

(proximity radius) from the {ηx}d
i nodes of the path flow, and then a new α∗m factor is

applied to them considering a new αR penalty. Figure 3 illustrates this method with a
synthetic traffic network and two completely disjoint path-flows.

The distance between two nodes dist(ηa, ηb) may be evaluated in diverse ways: as
the number of hops (edges) that separate them or as the cost function between them. For
simplicity, we will consider the number of hops between them.

The complete TWM generation is described in Algorithm 1.
When the routing agent uses the TWM map µd

i based on the path flow rd
i , the route

costs are calculated with the new edge weights. The occupancy/capacity link-cost model
described by (3) evolves to (23).

tTWM
e (xe) = βd,i

e ∗ (1 + α
xe

We
)β (23)

It is also possible to define an obvious ΥToll strategy that adds/removes tolls to the
generalized cost function in (7).
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Figure 3. Synthetic traffic network showing how TWM areas are selected for two non-overlapping
path flows between origin and destination with a distance radius R = 2 (created with Matlab
R23A [71]).

Algorithm 1 TWM generation algorithm based on Dj-kSP
Require: traffic network Θ, commodities D, shortest paths algorithm δ, max SP K, disjoint

level threshold φ, disjoint level criteria Disjn and DjERCn as C1 and C2, alfa factors αε

and αR, edge proximity radius R
Ensure: TWM maps

[
µd

i

]
as twm

1: twm← ()
2: for all (d in D) do {iterate over commodities}
3: {Get Dj-kSP and their free-flow costs}
4: {Use ESX-C or similar algorithm}
5: (rd

i ), ( f f cd
i )← get_DjKSP(Θ, d, δ, K, φ, C1, C2)

6: nr ← size((rd
i ))

7: µ← array(nr, Θ) {allocate maps}
8: for all (r in (rd

i )) do {weight the maps}
9: µ(r)← Θ {assign the initial network}

10: αm ← αε ∗ min( f f cd
i )

f f cd
r

11: for all (ε in r) do {assign weights to path edges}
12: µ(r)(ε).weight← αm ∗Θ(ε).weight
13: end for
14: rEdges← get_surroundingEdges(Θ, r, R)
15: for all (ε in rEdges) do {assign weights to the R-closest edges}
16: µ(r)(ε).weight← αm ∗ αR ∗Θ(ε).weight
17: end for
18: end for
19: twm← push(twm, µd)
20: end for
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4. Optimal TWM Assignment

Once the TWM maps have been designed favoring the different traffic flows according
to their possible best disjoint routes, the question to be solved is what will be their best
allocation to achieve the system’s optimum, measured as the minimum mean travel time.

Optimal distribution strategies minimize average travel time from a system-wide
perspective. Different algorithms based on GA were preliminarily introduced in [12]
for accomplishing this goal, applying two strategies: per vehicle optimal assignment
(OTV) and per path flow optimal assignment with linearly constrained or unconstrained
(LCTV/UCTV).

All of them use the mean travel time evaluation procedure computeMTTS (24), which
uses the network view µi, the network occupancy is expressed as the trips (routes) assigned
to each vehicle

{
pd

i

}
, a reference to a volume-delay function Ψ (VDF), and its specific VDF

arguments Ψargs . It computes the aggregated edge occupancy based on the individual
routing decisions, which are then used for the VDF evaluation with the edge weight, the
edge capacity, and the corresponding VDF arguments [5].

computeMTTS : µi,
{

pd
i

}
, Ψ, Ψargs → mtts (24)

xe ← count(ε), ∀ε ∈
{

pd
i

}
(25)

mtts← mean(Ψ(µi(βd,i
e ), xe, µi(We), Ψargs), ∀ε ∈

{
pd

i

}
(26)

As discussed in [12], OTV has significant drawbacks. First, the number of vehicles
in the network directly influences the number of variables that need to be optimized (the
chromosome size will shape the number of vehicles), leading to a demand for extensive
computing resources that may be unaffordable even in small scenarios. Second, optimizing
the microscopic assignment of TWM based on flows and path flows offers a macroscopic
perspective of the traffic demand. As a result, it may not accurately represent traffic
planning since it depends on specific trips.

Considering the assignment of maps per path flow, we may surpass the pointed
limitations. In this approach, each sub-flow xd

i is assigned a fixed TWM map µd
i . The

challenge now lies in solving the number of vehicles assigned to each sub-flow, that is, how
many vehicles will use each µd

i efficiently. The distribution is determined as a percentage
of the traffic for every commodity d. Consequently, each vehicle will be assigned the
appropriate path flow map.

The GA function generates the chromosome ℵ1 with a numPF size. Each value
represents the percentage of vehicles from each flow allocated to a particular sub-flow
xd

i . Two constraints are applied to ensure the validity of the chromosome. First, [0, 1]
normalization is enforced. Second, flow conservation is maintained, which means that the
sum of all vehicle percentages belonging to the same flow must equal 1. Both constraints
are directly incorporated into the GA algorithm.

The GA fitness function for LCTV is invoked during each population iteration to
compute the mean travel time (MTTS). It receives the chromosome ℵ1 to evaluate the VDF
function Ψ, the physical network map µ0, the traffic flows

{
xd

i

}
, the path flows

{
rd

i

}
, and

the TWM [µi].
The GA solver with linear constraints reduces the target population since it discards

the individuals from the GA that do not fit them. This elimination of individuals evaluates
the algorithm longer. It leads to worse results, as we will see in the case studies. The
unconstrained solver UCTV applies the normalization step at the end of the process to the
resulting values to compute the corresponding TWM distribution.

5. Materials and Methods

The experiments were developed using Matlab R23A on a Windows 11 system with
an iCore7 2.10GHz processor and 64GB RAM.
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The genetic algorithms utilized Matlab’s global optimization toolbox [10].
The resulting TWM maps are dumped in data files compatible with SUMO 1.18 [70].
The solutions use a plugin developed for TWM management through the TRACI

interface at SUMO.
Each TWM allocation strategy involving a stochastic process was repeated 100 times

for the GA execution and the random population adherence to achieve the necessary
confidence intervals in the results presented. Experiments with 10, 20, 50, 50, 80, and
100 repetitions were carried out, all showing congruent and convergent results from the
first values and very low dispersion of the results.

6. Results

To obtain the experimental results, we use the Madrid-Las Tablas district’s real urban
traffic network, described in [34]. Different routing strategies are evaluated regarding
MTTS and the effects of Dj-kSP and routing area variation are analyzed.

As pointed out in (16) and (19), multiple variations can be applied to generate the
corresponding TWM maps:

• The number of K alternative paths considered for Dj-kSP. We vary on it, typically
ranging between 3 and 10. Selecting a low K value will not create route variety, and
using a higher number presumably is worthless as it will not find so many disjoint
paths. Using a high K value has a significant performance penalty in the Dj-kSP
algorithm with polynomial time complexity.

• The routing algorithm φ is used to calculate the minimum cost route. In this work,
we use the Dijkstra algorithm as it will not significantly affect the resulting maps.
The routing algorithm performance affects the overall performance as the traffic
assignment used during the optimization stage uses it extensively.

• The disjoint level criteria DjCn used to evaluate the disjoint level of the paths. It
is a traffic planning decision that conditions how routes are generated depending
on the edge selection policy used. It is analyzed in the experimental section. This
parameter also affects algorithm performance during the Dj-kSP calculation phase, as
edge removal could take broader searches.

• The disjoint level threshold φ. We also vary it, with a typical value of 60%. This a
traffic planning decision, where a high value of disjointness (>80%) probably will
not produce the necessary variety of alternative routes, and a low value (<30%) will
generate very overlapping routes. The combination of φ and K directly affects the
number of Dj-kSP and, consequently, the path flows to be obtained since there may
not be enough alternative paths that meet the maximum overlap constraints.

• The similarity criterion (max/min Stretch, max/min Weight, max/min Crossing Paths)
affects the performance of Dj-kSP calculation and the effectiveness of the routes found.
Also, depending on the selected criterion, the ESX-C algorithm finds different paths or
restricts the ones found. Our experiments and the findings described by [16] suggest
using the maxStretch or the maxWeight edge-removal criteria as they lead to better
assignment.

• The distance of surrounding nodes to the nodes of each path flow, to define the routing
areas. It should be greater than 1 to find some routing alternative; a typical value
ranges from 2 to 5 connected nodes. It is possible to use higher values, but the routing
areas probably would overlap, losing the disjointness properties. It does not affect the
algorithm’s performance.

• The different utility functions for the vehicle fleets. This item is not considered in the
scope of this work.

The map assignment to the vehicles and the static traffic (route) assignment processes
also have different variation alternatives:

• The adherence factor ψ (18) of the vehicles using TWM.
• The own GA resolution parameters.
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6.1. Madrid-Las Tablas Traffic Scenario (MLT)

This traffic scenario was first outlined in [34]. The traffic network is depicted in
Figures 4 and 5 and consists of 971 nodes and 1583 links covering one of the largest districts
in Madrid, Spain. It spans over 24,300 hectares with approximately 43,000 residents plus a
daily floating job population of around 38,000 office workers. The district also has major
commercial and financial hubs, leading to significant traffic influx and outflow during
business hours. Its borders are defined by major expressways to the north, south, and east,
while railways block the western side. The scenario contains a synthetic traffic demand of
3500 vehicles generated to simulate congested areas across the network. It is divided into
7 flows of 500 vehicles each, as depicted in Figure 5 and Table 3.

Table 3. Madrid-Las Tablas O/D Matrix.

Source/Destination N1 N2 N3 N4

N1 500 500 500

N2 500 500

N3 500 500

Figure 4. Madrid-Las Tablas, topological view (source OpenStreetMaps, colour codes as described
in [72]).
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Figure 5. Logical view with the traffic commodities depicted in red (created with Matlab R23A [71]).

Dj-kSP TWM Maps Generation

Due to the size, complexity, and variety of parameter combinations that generate
the path flow sets for the MLT network, we will develop in-depth relevant experiments
pointing to the significant variations around it. The reference experiment uses K = 6
semi-disjoint paths with an index of φ = 0.6 (there can only be a maximum of 40% overlap
between paths) and a distance radius of R = 5. We concentrate on the “Edge-Cost” DjCn
removal policy by affecting the fundamental criterion for creating TWMs, which are the
weights of the edges.

Figure 6 illustrates the Dj-kSP obtained for the flow (N3 → N5) using the disjoint
criteria for edges in common, SimEiC(ra, rb), applying different edge removal policies
(DjERCmaxW , DjERCminW , DjERCminS, DjERCmaxS). It is remarkable to observe that the
ESX-C algorithm sometimes cannot find the target of K Dj-kSP with the applied disjoint
level constraints (not enough paths that meet the requirements).

For instance, Dj-kSP process for the MLT scenario applying SimEiC(ra, rb) = 60%
with DjERCminW and K = 6, will return only 17 path-flows. The same scenario with
SimEiC(ra, rb) = 30% will return 41 path-flows.
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Figure 6. Dj-kSP obtained (in red) for flow xN2,N3 with a disjoint level ratio of φ = 60 for K = 10
different disjoint level policies (maxStretch, maxWeight, minStretch, minWeight) (created with Matlab
R23A [71]).

6.2. TWM Assignment and Routing Strategies

Different scenarios are compared to check the effectiveness and quality of the solution
proposed by TWM(Dj-kSP):

1. Free-Flow and All-Or-Nothing to obtain the minimum and maximum assignment
values as discussed in previous sections.

2. The user equilibrium estimated solutions are provided by methods such as the cumu-
lative, the successive averages, the Frank-Wolfe [5], and Wei [19]. Although they offer
approximate theoretical values, they give us an insight into the actual quality of the
solution offered by other strategies.

3. Ideal routing solutions for MTTS in hypothetical scenarios that do not use TWM and,
thus, no adherence to them is considered. They are included for :

kSP(u) When the vehicles use the most straightforward k-shortest paths (not
considering disjoint level) for each flow and use a random uniform
assignment under AON conditions. The scenario is unrealistic as it does
not reflect the selfish behavior of the routing agents.

kSP(f) When the vehicles use the simplest k-shortest paths (not considering
disjoint level) for each flow and a random Fibonacci-based assignment
for them shown in Figure 7. This Fibonacci series emulates a procedure
to incrementally assign kSP routes to the vehicles.

Dj-kSP(f) When the vehicles directly use the Dj-kSP routes for each flow with the
random Fibonacci-based assignment.

Dj-kSP(opt) When the vehicles directly use the Dj-kSP routes for each flow, calculat-
ing an optimal assignment. This optimal assignment is achieved using
a GA engine.
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4. Usage of Dj-kSP-based TWM, based on different adherences ψ in the routing agents.

ψ-TWM(f) When the vehicles use the TWM maps with a ψ adherence ratio and a
random distribution (uniform or Fibonacci) for assignment.

ψ-TWM(opt) When the vehicles use the TWM maps with a ψ adherence ratio and an
optimal assignment with UCTV algorithm. It is our main objective.

Figure 7. Fibonacci-based cumulative probability function for 10 path flows.

As pointed out before, some variations cannot be covered extensively in this paper, so
we have selected the most relevant ones to illustrate how these parameters affect the TWM
routing efficiency.

UCTV Parameterization

For the optimal assignment solutions, the UCTV genetic algorithm uses a ℵ1 chromo-
some with numPF genes, which will return a collection of numPF values. They correspond
to the volume of vehicles of each sub-flow which will receive the corresponding TWM
map. numPF depends on the disjoint level criteria and edge-discard criterion used, and of
course, on the redundancy of feasible paths in the physical topology of the traffic network.

The UCTV-GA uses an initial population of k1 ∗ numPF individuals and k2 ∗ numPF
generations. Using k1 = 5, the algorithm’s convergence to the mean value is quickly
achieved in all scenarios in k2 6 10 generations. These values have been selected after
multiple experiments using high values and analyzing how the algorithm converges. Gene
values in the chromosomes are [0, 1] normalized. Selection applies a stochastic uniform
strategy in every evolutionary step using an elite count of 5% of immutable individuals
and selecting random individuals from uniformly distributed population buckets arranged
linearly. Crossover is limited to a k3 fraction of the genes, applying a [0, 1] normalized
random scattered function. The crossover fraction applied is k3 = 0.8. Mutation uses a
zero-mean Gaussian operator with a 1-normalized scaling factor that shrinks its amplitude
at every iteration of the algorithm by a factor or g

Gmax
where g is the current generation of

the algorithm and Gmax is the total number of generations.
Figure 8 shows UCTV genetic algorithm execution for the TWM(Dj-kSP) assignment,

with 60% disjoint level, “Edge-costs” disjoint level policy, 6-kSP and minWeight edge
discard. This scenario returns a numPF = 21.
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Figure 8. UCTV genetic algorithm execution for TWM(Dj-kSP) assignment, with 60% disjoint level,
“Edge-costs” disjoint level policy, 6-kSP and minWeight edge discard (created with Matlab R23A [71]).

7. Discussion

Figures 9–12 compare some scenario configurations and driver adherences. They have
been created using Matlab’s boxplot diagram to display values dispersion between 2% and
75%, their 95% confidence interval, and the median value marked in red. The median is
taken as a reference for comparison.

Figure 9. MTTS for MLT scenario with 60% disjoint level, “Edge-costs” disjoint policy, 3-kSP and
minWeight edge discard, comparing with kSP(u) and kSP(f). (UE(*), estimated user equilibrium)
(Created with Matlab R23A [71]).
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Figure 10. MTTS for MLT scenario with 60% disjoint level, “Edge-costs” disjoint policy, 3-kSP and
maxStretch edge discard. (UE(*), estimated user equilibrium) (Created with Matlab R23A [71]).

Figure 11. MTTS for MLTscenario with 60% disjoint level, “Edge-costs” disjoint policy, 6-kSP and
maxWeight edge discard. (UE(*), estimated user equilibrium) (Created with Matlab R23A [71]).

Free-Flow and All-Or-Nothing values are displayed as dotted lines as min/max
bounds, together with the User Equilibrium estimated from the mean value of the approxi-
mate cumulative and successive averages, the Frank-Wolfe, and Wei-Linear-Programming
methods. These lines allow for a quick comparison of the values obtained by the different
map assignments and routing strategies for the static traffic assignment.

Figure 9 illustrates the comparative strategy for the 3-kSP, 60% Disjointed, Edge-cost
policy with minWeight discard selection, showing the scenarios kSP(u), kSP(f), Dj-kSP(f), Dj-
kSP(opt), and ψ-TWM(f) and ψ-TWM(opt) for different values of TWM driver adherences
of [25%, 50%, 75%, 100%].
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Figure 12. MTTS for MLT scenario with 30% disjoint level, “Edge-costs” disjoint policy, 6-kSP and
maxStretch edge discard. (UE(*), estimated user equilibrium) (Created with Matlab R23A [71]).

As we can observe, the direct assignment of k-shortest path routes to the vehicles (kSP
and Dj-kSP) does not provide better results than the All-Or-Nothing approach: as the edge
costs rise due to their occupancy, the kSP calculation is affected, so routing agents compute
and select other different kSP considering the new VDF costs. They do not use a TWM
map, so they consider just their plain original information. However, these are not realistic
approaches since routing agents will not follow these expected kSPs under the free-flow
assumption.

On the other hand, the optimal Dj-kSP assignment method provides a good under-
standing of the theoretical limits of the TWM-based method in case of a perfect adoption
scenario (ψ = 100%). But it is neither a realistic approach as the routing agents are not
supposed to take precisely the Dj-kSP unless a central ITS is used to provide routes to the
vehicles and they follow them strictly.

Nevertheless, the TWM-based approaches consider that the routing agents freely use
the promoted routing areas around the pre-calculated Dj-kSP coded in the TWM. They also
take into account the VDF costs based on occupancy. As traffic is intrinsically diverted to
promoted routing areas using the TWM, the links have lower occupancy, and therefore,
VDF costs have a softer impact. Table 4 addresses the analysis scenarios.

Table 4. MTTS Figures index.

Figure Dj-kSP Disjoint Criterion φ Edge Policy Adherences Comments

Figure 9 3 Edge costs 60% minWeight 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% Compare with
kSP assignment

Figure 10 3 Edge costs 60% maxStretch 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%

Figure 11 6 Edge costs 60% maxWeight 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%

Figure 12 6 Edge costs 30% maxStretch 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%

7.1. Effects of Driver’s Adherence to TWM

In our previous works [12,34], a driver’s adherence to TWM was already identified as
a critical factor for TWM success, both in static assignment and in dynamic behavior using
econometric models of utility functions and fuzzy logic.
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The effectiveness and impact of Dj-kSP-based TWMs depend on the adherence factor
ψ as it is shown in Figure 9. Our experiments covered driver adhesion based on quartiles
with ψ = 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%.

Even with low adherence of 25%, the traffic assignment using TWM significantly
impacts the overall traffic scenario since the vehicles that use alternative paths relieve the
most congested links (Table 5). As the level of adherence increases, the impact on traffic
assignment becomes greater, though not linearly, as the alternative paths also raise their
occupation status, and their edge costs depend on their occupancy. In Figures 9 and 10
we observe how 75% of drivers’ adherence approaches the minimal MTTS marked by
Dj-kSP(opt). A complete adherence scenario hardly improves MTTS, or even worsen it, as
in the case of maxWeight in Figure 11.

Table 5. Number of routes obtained with different adherences.

Figure Dj-kSP Disjoint Criterion φ Edge Policy Adherences

Figure 13 6 Edge costs 3 maxStretch 25%

Figure 14 6 Edge costs 3 maxStretch 50%

Figure 15 6 Edge costs 3 maxStretch 75%

The effect of optimal TWM distribution depends on the number of path flows numPF,
which in turn depends on the number of flows and the number of Dj-kSP in the product
F ∗ K. As can be seen from the diagrams, TWM(Dj-kSP) provides sufficient variety and
diversity of routes for the flows so that the optimal distribution could be providing more
improvement, making the approach much more interesting for its efficiency.

Figures 13–15 show the route dispersion for the flows in three snapshots of concrete
traffic assignments with different adherence levels of 25%, 50%, and 100%. These routes
are assigned to the vehicles using the TWM map set considering the edge occupancy. In
25% adherence, few vehicles use the alternative routing with TWM, and therefore there
is not a great variety of routes, obtaining 45 routes but with high usage in a few of them.
The full adherence scenario induces disjoint paths that could be more optimal, obtaining
41 routes with dispersed usage. 50% adherence scenario shows how 48 routes are selected
with high use.

Figure 13. Example of sub-flow assignment using TWM((Dj-kSP) with 25% adherence, 30% disjoint
level, 6-kSP, “Edge-costs” disjointed policy and maxStretch edge discard criterion (created with
Matlab R23A [71]).
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Figure 14. Example of sub-flow assignment using TWM((Dj-kSP) with 50% adherence, 30% disjoint
level, 6-kSP, “Edge-costs” disjointed policy and maxStretch edge discard criterion (created with
Matlab R23A [71]).

Figure 15. Example of sub-flow assignment using TWM((Dj-kSP) with 100% adherence, 30% disjoint
level, 6-kSP, “Edge-costs” disjointed policy and maxStretch edge discard criterion (created with
Matlab R23A [71]).

7.2. Effects of Edge Removal Criterion

If we compare the scenarios {minWeight with 3 Dj-kSP, 60% disjoint} and {maxWeight
with 6 Dj-kSP, 60% disjoint}, we could affirm that having more path flows and using a
policy that discards the edges with higher costs earlier, we would obtain a better traffic
assignment. But it is not the case, as can be seen in Figures 9 and 11, where we can see that
the maxWeight edge removal policy provides bad results, even duplicating the number
of Dj-kSP. The justification for this is that in the search for the Dj-kSP the edges with the
most significant weight are eliminated, but this causes the incorporation of other edges
with even greater weight. Let us remember that the starting point was using the shortest
path. Vehicles will only accept the use of these Dj-kSP unless the occupancy of edges on the
best routes increases their costs above the cost of the new route.
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The minWeight policy provides the best results, replacing the edges with minimal
costs for new alternatives with minimal costs in the disjoint paths. The maxStretch policy
also provides reasonable solutions because we replace edges with a high relative impact on
the path for others with a similar one.

7.3. Effects of Disjoint Level Threshold

The use of very high levels of disjoint threshold has two main effects: a) restricting the
number of disjoint routes, as it will depend on the topological connectivity of the traffic
network. In the MLT network, the Dj-kSP calculation for 6 routes with minWeight and
60% disjoint level returns in some O/D tuples just 2 or 3 matching paths. If we lighten the
disjoint constraint to 30%, we obtain 5 or even 6 paths, which provide the required path
variety. These path flows are used to generate the TWM maps that will be used later for
route selection by the routing agents.

8. Conclusions

Though TWM has yet to be deployed in real traffic scenarios, simulations show that
using Traffic Weighted Multi-maps effectively creates alternative routes for traffic planning
and assignment. The complexity of new ITS deployments requires extensive previous
simulation. TWM management involves four main stages: map generation, map allocation,
map distribution, and map adoption from a dynamic econometric utility perspective. They
are compatible with the existing traffic planning models (TBM, ABM). Our work focuses
on the first two stages.

On the TWM generation side, previous works focused on optimal TWM creation
and dynamic usage models. Optimal TWM generation requires intense computing effort
because of the complexity related to the network’s size and topology, and utility models.
Our new approach shows how to create pseudo-optimal TWM distributions based on the
traffic flows, creating disjoint path-flows that determine routing areas, and allowing a wide
variety of parametric configurations and policies.

The partially disjoint paths are created using the ESX-C algorithm defined in [16].
However, instead of using the returned disjoint paths for direct vehicle routing, they are
used to generate routing areas in the traffic maps. The routing agents autonomously decide
their final routing, considering the maps received and traffic status (links occupancy).

The TWM(Dj-kSP) map set could be distributed with an optimal assignment. However,
it should be optional from a practical perspective, as optimal criteria depend highly on the
drivers’ adherence to the TWM proposed maps and the disjoint features used to generate
the maps. The disjoint routing areas perspective creates the necessary path variety with
partially overlapping paths.

The experimental environment has been developed by simulation on a real urban
network using synthetic traffic flows that can be easily implemented in any urban environ-
ment. The challenge here is to identify the necessary traffic flows and demands, which is a
well-known problem that traffic operators already manage.

Previous works on TWM [8,15,34] have showed that it can coexist with existing ITS
helping to mitigate congestion effectively. It should be implemented as a complementary
system, as in the real traffic world, multiple ITS systems coexist (centralized, distributed,
per vehicle vendor, per ITS solutions vendor, etc.). TWM can be easily integrated with any
existing ITS as it implements a map service.

The TWM method stands out from an innovative standpoint in the following ways:

• Presents an integrated traffic planning model that is both expandable and open.
• Facilitates traffic categorization, applicable to various scenarios and groups: electric

vehicles, pay-to-drive and car-sharing fleets, commercial distribution, individuals with
disabilities, pollution considerations, hazardous transport, weather-based routing,
timetables, and others.

• Features continuous enrichment and self-learning capabilities, and is compatible with
dynamic traffic assignment and management.
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• Driver decision capabilities are preserved to select the best route choice.
• Utilizes conventional optimization algorithms and techniques for route calculation.
• Leverages existing data sources like Smart-Cities and OpenData, while adding fur-

ther value.
• Seamlessly integrates into present traffic control systems, introducing a novel routing

module that utilizes distinct maps as defined by TWM. This incorporation does not
necessitate extra infrastructure installation.

• Ensures compatibility with existing traffic agents from the user’s viewpoint, replacing
the maps they currently employ.

• Requires no universal adoption by all vehicles; it can be selectively employed, poten-
tially biasing its usage for specific categories or policies.

• Operates without reliance on V2V communications or the deployment of sensors,
panels, or communication networks.

Among the main limitations of TWM are the following:

• Requires the figure of a network operator operating the ITS.
• It is a heuristic method as it induces driver and fleet behavior, and its results may be

affected by the ITS that uses it.
• Under low traffic demands, its results have a low impact.

An ethical discussion may be addressed by serving different traffic network views
to different drivers depending on their differentiated utility requirements and also from
the perspective of the traffic system operator to achieve a good network performance. We
should consider the following aspects:

• Fairness and Equity: If specific drivers are given preferential treatment based on their
utility requirements, it could potentially disadvantage others (routing unfairness). It
is crucial to ensure that any differentiation is based on justifiable criteria and does not
result in discrimination or unfair advantages for specific individuals or groups.

• Safety: Any traffic system’s primary objective should be ensuring all road users’ safety.
Introducing differentiated traffic network views should not compromise safety stan-
dards. The system should prioritize factors such as avoiding congestion, minimizing
accidents, and adhering to traffic laws, rather than solely focusing on individual utility
requirements.

• Efficiency and Network Performance: A well-functioning traffic network benefits
everyone by reducing travel times, congestion, and environmental impact. By tailoring
traffic network views to individual drivers’ utility requirements, it may be possible to
optimize overall network performance. However, this approach should not come at
the expense of fairness, safety, or the public interest.

• Data Privacy and Security: It is crucial to ensure that personal information is protected
and used responsibly. Using traffic flows enables this. Informed driver consent to use
the system should be addressed.

• Transparency and Accountability: The traffic system operator must be transparent
about the principles and algorithms used to differentiate traffic network views. The
decision-making process should be clear, and drivers should be able to understand
and challenge the system’s outcomes. Accountability mechanisms should be in place
to address any potential biases or errors in the system.

Future Works

The study opens promising future works:

1. Multi-objective optimization, considering not only total travel time and mean total
travel time but also other indicators.

2. Path flows could be segmented by k-shortest paths and vehicle fleets, considering
them as sub-flows, using cost functions based on fleet utility models.

3. Creating ad hoc dynamic TWM for just-congested areas.
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4. Using not only alpha-scaling of kSP but also an optimization of the TWM weights. It
would lead to a double-step algorithm where (1) optimal TWM is created considering
the whole traffic demand, and (2) optimal TWM distribution is finished.

5. TWM application for transit traffic and multi-modal transportation.

A different research line would create TWM sets for path flows based on AI deep
learning techniques instead of the semi-disjoint k-shortest paths algorithms.
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